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Women’s rights
A Human Rights Lawyer in Iran

One of the most signiﬁcant human rights challenges in Iran is with regards to women’s human rights.
In eﬀect, women’s rights in Iran are inﬂuenced by both tradion and religion. These factors imply that
improving laws regarding women’s rights are either impossible or diﬃcult and gradual. For instance, many
laws regarding divorce1, dowry,2 alimony,3 inheritance4 and tesmony5 among others are drawn from Islamic
sources6 (The Koran, tradion or Sunna, consensus and logic). Given this, any change in these laws would be
met with resistance among religious elements, in parcular as the Iranian government is a religious system,
which further complicates maers. Any cricism or resistance under current laws will be met with a serious
response on the part of the state and may result in trumped up charge of apostasy.
Another issue that merits aenon is that most Sharia laws are custom-based, meaning that they were in
eﬀect prior to the incepon of Islam and have been adopted as Islamic laws either in their exact form or
with minimal amendments.7 In reality, the customary nature of these laws indicates that they stem from the
local community and show the paern of development over me and place. In other words, culture, religion,
civilizaon, economy, polics and other issues are perpetually impacted by me and space occupied by men,
and the laws set in moon were instuted to address their needs. If this logic is to be accepted, the issue
of the divine nature of these laws is also open to quesoning and therefore changes and improvements in
relaon to me and space could be considered.
In order to improve women’s rights and change discriminatory laws or laws that result in violence against
women, two elements in society and state play integral roles. Human society naturally stands against
changes to tradions and when a tradion assumes a religious context, this stance becomes more
challenging. However, the factor of me must not be ignored as the advance in mentality among the younger
generaon is easily felt. It may be that the two forces of society and state can impact each other, but what
merits aenon is that according to internaonal laws, the promoon of human rights is a duty on the part
of governments.8 In eﬀect, governments as representaves of public powers, including the three branches of
power, namely those of execuve, legislave and judicial, can and must play a beﬁng role in the promoon
and protecon of human rights. Certainly this is achievable in a democrac state that is commied to
the principles of good governance9. When a democrac state is in place, those elected to public oﬃce as
executors, legislators or judiciary can create a system in which human rights and in parcular women’s rights
advance. In this manner society is inﬂuenced by the state. In Iran we witness the opposite.
Unfortunately, in Iran the religious state which is in place of a democrac system, either prevents or delays
such processes. Certainly the passage of me and changes taking place in neighbouring countries inﬂuence
Iranian society result in many changes. However, if the Iranian government was not a theocracy, such
changes would have happened in a more conducive and speedy manner. In current circumstances changes
and reforms must be carried out in a cauous, conservave manner, so that it can carry the approval of
the religious facon and leadership, and at the very least maintain a religious facade. For instance, with
regards to the issue of equal blood money payments for women and men, the revised Islamic Penal Code10
has set the amount for women as that of half of the blood money for men (appearing respecul towards
religious law) however, the diﬀerence is covered by payments from the Fund for Compensaon of Bodily
Harm. Therefore, in this case, the legislator appears to have respected religious laws, but through another
means discriminaon against women in blood money laws are eliminated.
It seems necessity, which is the most eﬀecve cause of change in laws, evolves in relaon to space and
me resulng in improvements in laws. Despite resistance on the part of some states, change is inevitable.
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Resistant states impede and challenge this process, whereas democrac states expedite and facilitate
change.
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